Personal memo from
JOSHUA LEDERBERG

Robert Kohler
U-Pa.

MAY 18 1994

Dear Robert:

I've now enjoyed reading your book.
It is a near-shoot, a dream to possess
and which I find absorbing.
It was, by your stated design, less focused
than I might have preferred in the
"vitiating scientific tissue." But it is
"imaginative" with the Lord. P.S. The fly
is still kicking. I'm not succeeding in getting "stamina"

I do hope you I mention me
detail about Neurospora, page 239.

1. Robert's worked on the nutritional
requirements of biotin for Neurospora
(keeping in mind Calvin's postdoctoral
year at Utrecht on fungal nutrition,
generally)
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2. Not scraped off again!!! Broom in
liquid culture!! Attend, and the
mycelia dried and weighed. See
endnote.
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